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This project is part of Mobile (Interactive Musical Processes) research group.
The research group involves Musicians, Electrical Engineers, Computer Scientists, Visual Artists, ...
Goals

- Speed up network music setup
- Create a network music environment
- Rich range of interaction possibilities
- Local Area Network as Case Study
Some related work address the problem of synchronous music communication between networked computers, such as

- OSC [Lazzaro and Wawrzynek2001]
- NetJack [Carôt et al.2009]
- SoundJack [Carôt et al.2006]
- JackTrip [Cáceres and Chafe2009b, Cáceres and Chafe2009a]
- eJamming [Renaud et al.2007]
- Otherside [Anagnostopoulos2009]
- LDAS [Sæbø and Svensson2006]
- ReWire [Kit2010].
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- Distributed Systems
- Computer Network
- Musical Computing
- Software engineering
- Network Music Performance
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- Peer Connection: No Central Server (Sources and Sinks)
- Layered architecture in each computer (Node)
- Network messages to ensure environment integrity
Node Architecture

Figure: Node Architecture
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- **Network Communication**
  - UDP for Broadcast Communication
  - TCP for Unicast Communication
  - SCTP for Streaming

- **Sound Resources**
  - Jack Connection API
  - JackInput (Singleton)
  - JackOutput (Collection)

- **Configuration File**
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- Main Control (Facade / Bridge)
- Sound Control (Sound Resources / Jack API)
- Network Control (Network Communication)
- Log Control (Log file)
- Message Control (Environment Messages)
- Configuration Control (Configuration File)
Local Settings = Sound Settings + Network Settings
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Local Settings = Sound Settings + Network Settings
Sound Settings = SoundPorts + SoundConnections
Environment = All Nodes + Global Node Connections
This model allows heterogeneous nodes and is easily extendable.
Node Architecture - GUI
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Environment Maintenance

- Action Messages (Unicast)
  - add a port
  - connect a node

- Information Messages (BroadCast)
  - port added
  - node connected
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Figure: A HI_GUYYS Message
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- Possibilities of heterogeneous node configuration
- GUI and configuration file speed up configuration
- Environment view gives instantaneous feedback
- Difficulties in testing different network conditions
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- Implementation of full desirable features list
- Better thread-safe implementation
- Testing other network protocols
- Integration with NetJack / JackTrip
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